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HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE
MEMBERS NEWS
WE FLEW THROUGH THE CHRISTMAS BREAK.......these are their stories

Tow Pilot 27 Dec. Peter Thorpe The first flying day after Xmas so there were some keen punters. The wind
was north easterly so we moved to 08 and Rex was ready to launch with a visiting airline pilot who wanted to
experience real flying by about midday. I had made the usual radio calls when taxying from the hangar and
listened to Enya flying a Tomahawk in the circuit but when I started again to go flying the radio would not
function. We all peered at the radio and twiddled all the knobs without success but then Lionel googled the
operating manual and advised us that the error message displayed on the screen meant there was a major
internal fault for which the remedial action was return the radio to the manufacturer. Not what we needed
at the beginning of two weeks holiday flying. Discussions with David Todd and Graham concluded we had no
choice but to send the radio away so as the airfield was almost deserted and no other aircraft were flying I
decided to try a hand held radio and off we went. A bit hard to hear anything when the engine was at full
power but it was adequate in a glide descent – I just needed three hands. Lionel made a couple of flights in
ON, Tony and Ian flew MP, Jack and Thomas received some dual instruction from Rex and (cue fanfare of
trumpets) Jonathan rigged and flew his newly acquired and rather lovely Ka6 LX. Ten flights for the day and
all over by 1730.

28th December Steve Wallace
8 flights for the day with gliders
MP, LX, VF, MW & IV being
piloted by Ian O¹Keefe,
Jonathan Pote, Tony Prentice,
Steve Wallace & Thomas
O¹Rourke, Roy Whitby, Graham
Lake, Gary Patten & Nathan
Graves with Derry doing the
towing. A light easterly meant
the convergence set up out
towards the West Coast with
good lift allowing most pilots to
have nice flight times. 10hrs 24
minutes gliding for the day.

Tow Pilot 30 Dec. Peter Thorpe
A northerly wind today so a good
cross wind operating from 08.
By now Derry had acquired an adaptor so that a set of ear buds for an MP3 player could connect to the
handheld radio and when worn under the normal headset meant that we could hear everything just fine even if

our transmissions were a bit noisy. No customers for the Twin today but there were solo pilots keen to fly so
Jonathan flew LX, Graham IV, Tony and Gary VF, Ian and Ivor went solo in MW and Andy flew his newly
purchased Mosquito KK. All three Mosquitos registered in NZ are now owned by club members. Eight flights
for the day.

Ivor Woodfield Report from Tue 30th Dec
The day was scheduled to start a little later
than usual, so I arrived to collect the key
shortly before 10. As I walk up, so did
Jonathan who kindly offered to collect the key
while I bought some lunch and we were soon
opening up as a small group of people arrived.
The sky was not looking all that inviting initially
so a slow start with lots of learned
conversation was the order of the day. First
flight away was Neville in SWN, followed in
short order by Jonathan in GLX and Graham in GIV. By now things were starting to work, and while there were
no takers for instruction there were several good soaring flights during the next few hours. Andy was up for
over an hour in GKK, Tony and Gary both got decent flights in GVF and I even got a flight in GMW for a bit of
work on side slipping. Final flight of the day was Ian O'Keefe who just managed another hour in GMW. Overall
a reasonable day after an unlikely looking start with a total of 9 flights, for a total of 9hrs 49 mins flying
time. Everything was packed away by around 5.30, after which another round of discussion took place in "the
bar" before we locked up and went home.

31st Lionel Page I went to help Leona with her business, thinking that my next instructing duty was on the
3rd January. While in the city, at about 11am, I got a call from Rex….a bit like the Australian Ad…’Where the
bloody hell are you?” (Or something like that.) Ooooops! Did not know that I was rostered on. Well flew
home, grabbed my bike and did some low flying to the field - to arrive just before 12. (Better late than never
I suppose.) Ray had kindly covered for me in my absence and was just about to launch for the first flight of
the day - a trial flighter. Soon the rest of the fleet and private owners started launching. I opened all the
airspace including the G153 which gave us 4,500ft. I got another trial flighter whom I managed to take to
3,700ft (the second to use the new airspace after Gary who got to 3,800ft in GMP)
I also spoke to an interested local
walking his labrador. He is ex power
section and keen to give gliding a go so keep a look out for people at the
gates - they may be what we
desperately need - new members!
Whilst most of the fleet got an airing
(I think PF and MR were the only ones
missing) I enjoyed a VERY relaxing day
watching the gliding taking place. Andy
brought out his new baby - GKK,
another mosquito give it, its first
flight at Whenuapai. All in all a very
good day as we only packed up by 7pm.
(Although some of that was us helping
Andy put his baby to bed in its trailer).
My sincere apologies for missing half
my duty - and thanks to Ray for covering - much appreciated. (I owe you one (at least.))

31 Dec Derry Belcher Slow start to the day so Steve Wallace and I went to Westgate to pick up an adaptor
plug to take my temporary headset needed to get the hand-held radio working in RDW while it's radio is being
repaired. We eventually got going from 08 with a cross-wind from the north after lunch. Conditions improved

markedly and temperatures soared from then on with a total of eight flights done. Apparently everyone
enjoyed their flight/s as I didn't hear any complaints about the tows...My thanks to Peter Thorpe for filling
up the three fuel containers for RDW.

2nd January Steve Wallace After
about 2 weeks of easterlies the wind
finally switched to South West so we
at least got to stay at the 26 end all
day. The weather didn¹t quite live up
to the RASP forecast though and while
it was good early on it became a lot
more difficult later in the day with
marine air making the local lift very
scrappy and hard to work. Nathan, Ian
and Ray all planned to head north to
Springhill but only Ian got away with a
nice flight up to Kaipara Flats and
back. Andy had KK in the air, getting a
feel for his new glider and overseas
pilots from England and Slovenia went
for flights in the twin along with
Thomas getting in some circuit practice. 11 flights all up with over 10 hours of glide time and we got to make
use of G153 Waitoki which was nice. Worth noting that while G153 Waitoki covers G151 North Shore, G154
Whenuapai and G155 Woodhill and extends the height of these GAA's from 3,500' to 4,500¹ it does not
include the small area of G156 Hobsonville so relatively local to the airfield you can only climb to 2,500¹
unless you also open G156 as well which will give you 3,500¹. Also worth noting that G153 does not include
G152 Moir Hill so if you are heading north you should also check to see if this is open!
Tow Pilot 2 Jan Peter Thorpe A light south westerly breeze so it was a 26 day but, horror of horrors, the
tower was on watch for a C130 departure. I though I was smart and had found an adaptor that connected the
normal headset directly to my personal handheld so that ear buds were not necessary. Steve Wallace
launched at midday with Dave, a visitor from UK, but the man in the tower did not like my radio calls, they
were unreadable even though Glider Base could hear me fine. I tried another handheld which appeared to be
good but then it cut out in flight and I
could not hear the tower. Ray launched
in BU, Ian in MP and Nathan in VF to
continuous complaints from the
controller about my poor radio. I
finally went back to ear buds at which
point the controller went off watch and
we were then able to operate normally.
Steve took a visiting pilot from Slovakia
(I think) named Gregor for a fly, Andy
rigged and flew KK, Tony had a go in VF
and Thomas did three flights with
Steve to refresh his circuit flying.
Another pleasant day with 10 flights.
An observation regarding my radio woes
– although the mantra says Aviate, Navigate, Communicate in that order, when operating in a control zone, as
far as the controller is concerned, communicate becomes the priority and that is very distracting and results
in a marked deterioration in lookout and flying standards.

4 Jan Graham Lake: A good looking day got them all out in droves and launched. The west looked like there
might be convergence and Dave Foxcroft headed there to soon report lots of lift and he was above 4000ft.
Graham in Libelle IV headed out to join him and got to report 4400ft up near Kauakapakapa. Gary Patten

headed North in MP while the rest of the fleet launched while a pile of local flights ensued as the sky cycled
out. Graham came back o=afetr 2 hours to the news the "Pugsy" has a new home, Gary Patten had landed out
around Wainui and Nathan Graves and Ben Hocking headed up to the rescue.

Ivor Woodfield report for Mon 5th Jan Having received a message to say that Jonathan would be collecting
the key, I arrived at 10 to find the place just opening up. Derry, who was tow pilot for the day, was checking
over Ray's glider with Ray and Jonathan was showing a friend from MOTAT around our facilities and fleet.
Following some great conditions on Sunday, Monday was definitely not offering much in the way of soaring, and
the first couple of hours were spent on this and that, with little in the way of enthusiasm for flying. I called
up Base Ops to get an update on military movements to discover that they had not been expecting us to fly
during the week, and also that the mower would be out all day. However, despite several movements being
scheduled for the day, there was not a problem, and towards the end of the day Base Ops had confirmed that
we would be Ok to fly all week, despite a couple of days at least having training flights scheduled. New
member Alex Hood turned up on the way home from work to check if he could fly, and after a conversation
with Jonathan who is taking all new pilots 'under his wing', went home for some lunch and then came back in
the afternoon to fly. First flight of the day was Jonathan and his passenger David, and while it was a pleasant
flight they confirmed that there was no lift to be found. By now Gary had turned up to help rig GMW which he
had successfully landed out the day before. We all gathered around and in reasonably short order it was
serviceable. Alex and I then went through a lot of initial briefing before going up for a flight. While this was
only his second or third flight in a glider, as an experienced pilot Alex showed good awareness, and was able to
control the glider through balanced turns and straight and level flight. However the sky was not very kind and
the flight was short. On landing we could see that Jonathan was packing away his Ka6 so Alex and I went over
to lend a hand. Once GLX was safely back in it's trailer Alex went up for a second flight. On this occasion he
managed to cover off more of the basic flying skills, including pre flight and downwind checks, flying a
reasonable chunk of the tow, doing several more well controlled turns, trying out some simple stalls and flying
much of the circuit. A good bit of flying in the airtime available. Finally Jonathan and David went up for a
higher tow, and hence a longer flight, and David was very enthusiastic about the experience. The day ended
with a mere 4 flights, and a little over an hours total gliding time, but everyone had enjoyed the day.
We ended up leaving around 1830.
AVIATION DAY AT HOBSONVILLE POINT
The Hobsonville Land Company is planning a series of summer events at Hobsonville point. One of these will be
"Come Fly With Me" on Feb 14 and 15 between 0900 and 1400 each day to acknowledge and celebrate Aviation
in the area through a wide-ranging weekend of displays, activities and free public engagement. There will be
kites, model aircraft, retailers, a market, workshops and opportunities for exploration of the area.
We have been invited and will be there with VF and possibly ON as well. We will need members to be there,
to man our stand answer questions and to recruit new members. This event drew 8000 people last year so
there is plenty of opportunity.
YOUTH GLIDE CAMP AT
OMARAMA Nathan Graves got to

attend....and write a Warm Air Story
My adventure to Omarama started on
the 7th of December at Auckland
Domestic Terminal. I got onto the
plane en route to Christchurch. The
flight was pleasant except for the
“slight” panic attack of the passenger
behind me…. But besides that it was
great to be able to look down along
the west coast of the North Island
and think I flew from Helensville to

Raglan. Once I meet up with Karl Ridgen, my ride down to Omarama. We set off to Springfield airfield to
retrieve the Janus which we will be using for the duration of the camp. The skies were overcast with very low
cloud. After several hours of driving through the South Island we entered the Omarama Basin. Where the
weather had completely changed! It went from overcast low clouds to a blue sky with high cumulus clouds as
far as the eye could see. After more driving we arrived at Omarama. It was time to meet everyone and get
ready for a new day.
Day 1 the day with breakfast from 0730-0830 following this we needed to rig all the Canterbury gliders. The
LS4 and Janus were simple enough but as always the faithful Twin Astir proved that no matter where you
were in New Zealand it doesn’t want to be rigged… Eventually we got it together, we assembled in the terminal
building to get a weather briefing all this proved was I cannot understand the tephigraphs. As always the
forecasts could never predict what WILL actually happen. The longest flight of the day was an hour long
(Which is shocking for Omarama I quickly learnt!). I elected not to fly as I didn’t see much point.
Day 2: Wave day. I took off around midday with Graham Erikson in the Duo Discus and got a 2000’ tow to Mt
Horrible (Cuthbert) and started the long and slow climb up to wave contact height. While we were slowly
gaining height by using the mountain lift and rotor thermals we were joined by Richie McCaw in his Discus 2c.
Once we made contact with the wave we were away. The vario was off the scale. We started to track north
towards Mt Cook. Sadly it was covered in cloud cover so it was unseen. We tracked to the Jollie then decided
to turn back towards to the field. We landed back
at Omarama and later packed up for the day.
Day 3: Rain….
Day 4: It started off looking like another no fly
day according to the weather briefing but turned
into an alright day. I flew the Single Astir with the
fixed wheel. It was an odd day, it had a bubble
effect where there were bubbles of lift scattered
at different altitudes which made thermalling
fairly difficult.
Day 5: The next day was another thermal day. I
was allowed to fly the retractable Single Astir, it
was a good thermal day resulting in a lot of gaggle
flying which meant a good constant lookout and ensuring you didn’t get too close. All things we have been
taught which meant it went fine. All the single seat pilots planned to meet up just north of the field so we
could fly together. We had 3 LS4’s, 2 Single Astir’s and a twin astir (He wasn’t fast enough to get into the
single). The plan was going to plan until we all met up. The LS4 pilots decided to go on their own, the other
single astir couldn’t get high enough and landed back and the twin astir was well below so I was left to do my
own flying. I managed a 1hour 41 minute flight. I did a bit of local cross country which went fairly well.
Day 6: Yet another thermal day! Which was great because I knew how to do that! This was my day to get
rated for the LS4. I did the usual read the flight manual and had a briefing from Roger about the glider.
Being happy with the idea of a belly hook. I took off at about 4. I got off tow and already found a problem the
electric vario had a water ballast system which meant it would only work well if you were in really good lift. So
I got off tow and went into a 3 knot thermal after leaving the thermal thinking it wasn’t a thermal I decided
to stop using the electric vario and use the mechanical vario and altimeter. After getting to 5500’ I decided
to follow the mountain line to find lift. Eventually I got a climb to 9000’. Seeing I had this height I thought I
could see how far I could get in a single glide with this performance… Quite far I learnt. After my fun I
decided to land back before the easterly come through. I joined finals then looked at my aiming point and saw
a twin astir on the field, no problem I have plenty of room around it… Then I saw people running to push it… I
elected to land short. I landed back safe and sound.
Day 7: Another hot day but quite blue so I elected not to fly.

Day 8: I started with a low level rope break practise in a twin astir at 300’. I happily did a 180 and landed
back on the field. That afternoon when it started to look up a bit I went out and flew the LS4 I came off tow
and played around to try find lift. Once I found it I kept going up until I realised I was at 10,000’ from a
single climb! I did some local flying then
landed back at the field. Seeing no one
wanted the LS4 I did a quick circuit to
work on the landing more and to get my
rating.
Day 9: Yes another thermal day! The
weather briefing said it would be a good
long thermal day. I decided to do my
height gain and 5 hour duration flight. I
took off rather late but I kept going.
After missing out on my height gain and 5
hour flight by a small amount I set out to
rectify that. I released at 2000’AGL and
climbed to 12,500’ (with oxygen) from a
single climb, I wasn’t going to miss it by 12’
this time! For most of the flight I flew alongside a Jantar. It was great to be able to fly alongside another
glider like that! Next mission was the 5 hours as the day went on my tactics to find lift were getting smaller.
I sat just over the field for an hour holding my altitude at 6500’. I looked at the time and I saw I had
finished the 5 hours I put down the gear and opened the airbrakes and landed back on the field. I landed back
on the field at 8pm. What a mission that was! To make it worse I soon found out my 5 hours didn’t count as my
flight tracker stopped logging! But I should still get the height gain as soon as I track down the tow pilot.
Nevertheless it was another fantastic day flying!
Day 10: Another day which looked better on paper than it did in reality! So I took the day off and got ready
for the final dinner! What an amazing night which Roger and Kim had organised. Great food and company. I
won two awards that night, I won a day’s work experience with the Mt Cook Airline Crew and the Dick
Georgeson Trust Award which helps the recipient further their flying, so I received $500
Day 11: It was the big pack up day. It was sad to say goodbye to what seemed my home for 11 days but it
seemed good to be heading back to Auckland. I arrived at the airport and got checked in and was waiting
outside the Jetstar gate… Bad idea I know and yes, I was delayed by 50 minutes.
Overall it was an amazing opportunity. I learnt so much about my flying and I believe my standard of flying
has improved! I learnt the fears of gaggle flying and how we should all be keeping a good lookout throughout
the thermal when flying with others and the need to thermal safely. Many thanks to Roger, Kim and all the
instructors and helpers which leant us gliders, tow planes and their time! Thank you to all the instructors and
club members that helped me to get where I am now with my flying!
TOWPILOTS
We are on the lookout for one or two new towpilots. Several folks have indicated interest and you will see
some strange faces come along to see what we are about, Once you have figured they are towpilot candidates
please make them welcome, and get them alongside the towie of the day.
TAILPIECE
Not a bad Xmas break at all, Gliding most days, interesting if not great days and a chance to make use of our
new airspace. Many thanks to the four towies who stepped up to cover for the lame and out of town and made
the holiday flying so possible.
Happy New Year everyone.

Club Class Nationals 2015
January 21-31, 2015
Auckland Gliding Club, Drury
You’ll really enjoy our site:
•

Located at the foot of the Drury Hills, where

the bush-clad slopes provide an early start to
thermal activity
•

Just 2 glides to the early convergence along

the Firth of Thames
•

Easy access to the Swamp and Kaimai Ridge

takes you onto the edge of the Central Plateau for
longer tasks
•

Convenient forest at Maramarua for evening

thermals to get you home
Or alternatively, try a different type of terrain:
•

Access the hill country West of the Waikato River without airspace worries

•

Pio Pio via back of Pirongia Mountain, 300 km out & return

•

Plenty of airstrips in the hills

•

How about “around Hamilton airspace”?
And on the way home, either way, convergences set
up to make your life interesting.
Longest flight from our site: Patrick Driessen, 730
km FAI Triangle!
Camping and Catering on site!
Accommodation handy (lots of options)
Plenty of “wet day” activities nearby

Email: clubclass@glidingauckland.co.nz with your enquiries; we already have a list of top class
competitors to make this a serious contest. Entries limited to 30 by size of airfield.

Duty Roster for Dec 14 Jan 15
Month

Date

Dec

26

Nothing

Rostered

27

R CARSWELL

P THORPE

28

S WALLACE

D BELCHER

29

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

30

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

31

R BURNS

D BELCHER

1

Nothing

Rostered

2

S WALLACE

P THORPE

3

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

4

R BURNS

A SUNDE

5

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

6

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

7

R BURNS

D BELCHER

8

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

9

S WALLACE

D BELCHER

Jan 15

Anniversary
Weekend

Duty Pilot

Instructor

Tow Pilot

10

K BRIDGES

P THORPE

C ROOK

11

S FOREMAN

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

17

R FORSTER

R CARSWELL

P THORPE

18

D FOXCROFT

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

24

G HEALEY

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

25

B HOCKING

P THORPE

C ROOK

26

I O'KEEFE

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

31

T O'ROURKE

R BURNS

P THORPE

1

G PATTEN

R CARSWELL

A SUNDE

Jan/Feb

Notes

